RF-300
upright lockable refrigerator, pharma specs

Power Supply:		

230 V 50/60 Hz

Capacity:			

300 litres

Temperature Range:		

+2 to +8 °C

Exterior Dimensions (H x W x D): 1500 x 600 x 660mm
Interior Dimensions (H x W x D):

1370 x 515 x 465mm

Weight:			

45 kg

Prices

Price will be based on the agreed minimum rental period and on specifications
of required equipment.
Our standard minimum rental terms are 6, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48 and 60 months.
For a suitable tailor made quotation, please contact us at:
• E: sales@medicapitalrent.com
• T: +31 71 581 4 581
Should you require different technical specifications, please do not hesitate to
contact us.

Stability

User Friendly

refrigerator has superior temperature uniformity and

imum temperatures to be displayed at the touch of a button. It also shows clearly

Powered by the unique IntelliCold™ Controller, this pharmacy
energy consumption, plus extra functions designed to store

temperature sensitive pharmaceuticals in optimum conditions
and assist busy professionals with regulatory requirements.

Practical Use

Their compact size makes them ideal for small laboratories and

medical practices. The refrigerator has removable grids to store

products separately. The exterior and interior have smooth surfaces,
which can be cleaned easily.
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The simple to use four button interface is clearly labelled and allows minimum/maxwhich alarm is active and why. A clear LED display shows the internal temperature of
the fridge to one decimal place.

Environmentally Friendly

These refrigerators are of the A-Class type, which means they are

very environmentally friendly, and have a low energy use and sound
level.

